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I. INTRODUCTION 

2 Plaintiff Sandra Maas ("Maas") is dropping three of her causes of action-for FEHA 

3 failure to prevent discrimination, FEHA retaliation, and CEPA retaliation. Her counsel so 

4 informed KUS f's counsel earlier this week. As a result, the only causes of action still going to 

5 trial are for failure violation of California's Equal Pay Act, to provide equal pay, gender and/or 

6 age discrimination, and whistleblower retaliation. 

7 This trial brief will not restate the facts in detail, as the Court is thoroughly familiar with the 

8 case. Instead, defendant McKinnon Broadcasting Company ("MBC" or KUS!") provides an 

9 overview of how it will defend at trial, with discussion of particular issues of concern for the 

l O Court. 

11 II. FACTUAL OVERVIEW 

12 This case concerns the judgment of a news organization on how best to present the 

13 news, and on the type of news anchor best suited to work in the fast-paced, high pressure 

14 environment of its news room. The parties are KUSI-TV's former news anchor Sandra Maas 

15 and defendant McKinnon Broadcasting Company, owner of KUSI, San Diego's only local 

16 independent news station. While Maas claims to have been the victim of gender 

17 discrimination, age discrimination, and violations of California's Equal Pay Act, the evidence 

18 will show that MBC treated and paid her fairly, based on her value to KUSI as an on-air news 

19 anchor and a working member of the KUSI ews team. 

20 For at least the last few years of her tenure as a KUSI news anchor, Maas was not a 

21 good team member or a dedicated journalist. She worked far fewer hours than the male 

22 anchors who she says were unfairly paid more than her. She often arrived on set just barely in 

23 time to tape news breaks and go on air live to present the nightly news, causing problems for 

24 producers, news floor staff, writers, and co-workers. She openly disparaged MBC, its 

25 managers, the KUSI news writers on set, broke an expensive piece of equipment in a fit of 

26 disgust, looked for work at a competing station, and agreed to only commit herself to a one-

27 year contract, after the station offered her a three-year deal with raises over her current salary. 

28 By the time of her final year of employment, she was, in her own words, "over it." 
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Maas's on-air performance was very good. But her work habits and attitude were not. 

2 Even after her limited hours, constant late or last-minute arrivals, and long meal breaks gave 

3 rise to frustration by producers and management, MBC had hoped she would turn things 

4 around, by dedicating herself to achieving the journalistic potential her talents might have 

5 allowed. But Maas believed (and still believes) that she was more valuable than she was. She 

6 looked for work at a competing station, told KUSI she was ready to walk if she did not get the 

7 salary she felt she deserved, and declined a three-year deal in favor of one-year deal - telling 

8 MBC that "I'll take my chances." Her gamble on her market value did not pay off. No other 

9 station hired her, and things at KUSI had changed. 

l O The KUSI news team she was on, and with whom she was associated in the minds of 

11 KUSI viewers, broke apart. For years, she had been a cast member in a regular nightly news 

12 team, consisting of co-anchor Allen Denton, weatherman John Coleman, consumer watchdog 

13 Mike Turko, and sportscaster Paul Rudy. Denton and Turko retired, Coleman died. Rudy, a 

14 prominent and popular star of KUSI due to his widely watched Prep Pigskin Report (PPR) high 

15 school football highlight show, moved to the morning show. With the traditional KUSI News 

16 team gone, the station decided to move to a new style and format of newscast, with a looser, 

17 more conversational cross-talk presentation than the traditional news-reading anchor approach 

18 of Denton and Maas. The judgment of KUSI's news director Steve Cohen-informed by over 

19 50 years of news broadcasting experience and fifteen years of experience working directly with 

20 Maas-was that her presentation style would not fit the new broadcasting format. The 

21 judgment ofKUSI's General Manager Mike McKinnon Jr. was that Maas could not be counted 

22 on to devote the hours and commitment to news content that the station wanted from a lead 

23 anchor. Before making the decisions on Maas's compensation and contract renewal, 

24 McKinnon investigated the hours she was logging at the station. Those time records showed, 

25 and will show at trial, what McKinnon believed at the time, which is that she spent far less time 

26 at the station than the minimum 40-hour workweek she was contractually obligated to work. In 

27 addition, Maas had made it clear, through her work habits, outbursts, and disrespectful 

28 treatment of co-workers and management, that she hated the station she had called "this mess 
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of a place." So, as was its right under the law, MBC decided in May 2019 not to offer her a 

2 new contract when the one-year contract she had asked for came to an end. 

3 Maas's main complaint is that she was paid less than her male co-anchor Allen Denton. 

4 But Denton had more broadcast exper!ence. He had more evening news anchor experience. He 

5 had won more awards including national awards. He had more meaningful reporting 

6 experience. He had anchored at an NBC affiliate in a major market for eight years, until being 

7 persuaded to come to KUSI in San Diego for a sunnier environment far less pay than the 

8 market said he was worth. Maas had no comparable big market broadcasting experience. 

9 Before sta1ting at KUSI, and while Allen Denton was working full-time as a news anchor at a 

l O number of stations, Maas was unemployed. She had never won an Emmy award, and was 

11 never even nominated for a national Emmy, whereas Denton had won three national Emmy 

12 awards, along with other significant national and local awards for his excellence as a journalist. 

13 And, perhaps most importantly, he worked harder. Time clock records at the station 

14 show that Denton consistently devoted longer hours working in the station - reviewing and 

15 editing news copy, writing his own scripts, and collaborating with producers on which stories 

16 to cover and how to present them. Maas, by contrast, showed up just on time and quickly 

17 reviewed scripts (if at all) before going on air. She took long meal breaks and showed up to 

18 simply read the news others had written, without having contributed to the content in any 

19 meaningful way. She grumbled to her colleagues about the quality of KUSI's news writers, but 

20 she did not devote the time to edit their copy or write her own, as Allen Denton consistently did 

21 on set. 

22 Maas cites her other work beyond anchoring to suppo1t the claim that she worked as 

23 hard as Denton. In this regard she claims she spent long hours and did serious journalistic 

24 investigations producing her "Healthy Living" segments. Under oath at deposition, she 

25 claimed she was an "enterprise reporter" on most of those stories, meaning she had generated 

26 her own story ideas and presented them to viewers as an investigative reporter would. In truth, 

27 most of the "Healthy Living" segments were copied from C Health and other outside news 

28 content feeds. Rather than actually producing original Healthy Living content, Maas merely 
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taped a voice-over of pre-existing scripts written by other reporters, passing the stories off as if 

2 they were her own. The local "medical news" stories she actually produced and reported on 

3 from the field were generally unpaid adve1iisements for commercial health and beauty 

4 enterprises, like a "cool sculpting" fat removal clinic and the La Costa Spa. The banality of 

5 these reports is evident from the paltry view statistics on KUSI's website, where they can still 

6 be seen but where they attract very little traffic. 

7 Maas has asserted that other males at KUSI were doing less work for more money. She 

8 cited Paul Rudy as the prime example of this supposed gender inequity and prevailing 

9 environment of sex discrimination. The evidence will show that she is wrong. 

IO Paul Rudy is literally a franchise player for KUST. He produces, direct, leads, and 

11 anchors the wildly popular high school football highlight show Prep Pigskin Report (or "PPR"). 

12 The PPR is a community institution in San Diego, featuring Friday night football highlights 

13 from around the County. Rudy leads a team of producers and reporters who tape and report on 

14 those highlights. Those staff members typically start at KUSI as interns, and some work their 

15 way up to careers as full-fledged journalists. Rudy interviews high school athletes and coaches 

16 on set, giving San Diego's young football players their first media exposure, and sharing their 

17 athletic and academic achievements with the community. The show is fast-paced, light-

18 hearted, action packed, down-home fun. And Paul Rudy makes it go. 

19 As fun as it looks, PPR is a grind. From July through December, Rudy works very long 

20 hours on the PPR, in addition to his morning anchor duties. His time records reflect it. He 

21 works far more hours than Maas, and he generates substantial stand-alone revenue for MBC 

22 through PPR sponsorships and ad sales specifically for that show. By contrast, Maas's Healthy 

23 Living "franchise," as she calls it, has never generated a penny. Maas's claim that she was 

24 discriminated against because Rudy makes more money than her is not only wrong. It is 

25 frivolous, but reflective of her distorted view of her value to KUSI. 

26 MBC will present video evidence at trial of Maas's moments on and off camera. Her 

27 lack of preparation and true attitude toward her job will be apparent from this evidence, and 

28 some of the videos will disprove some of her sworn testimony at deposition. MBC will also 
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present sample videos of the KUSI News Team that Maas was on, to demonstrate to the jury 

2 how identified Maas was with a group of broadcasters who were no longer around when her 

3 last contract ran out. 

4 Finally, MBC will present evidence that Maas has not worked as a news anchor/repo1ter 

5 since leaving KUSI. Her efforts to mitigate damages by finding another anchor job were not 

6 real robust. She contacted a few connections, met with several people in positions to hire, but 

7 never hired an agent or made a serious effort to find a new job. Rather than earning money 

8 through her chosen profession, she has instead chosen to champion gender equality causes for 

9 free. Which is fine. But her failure to mitigate damages by working as a journalist defeats any 

IO claim to lost income after she left KUSI. 

11 

12 A. 

13 

III. ISSUES OF CONCERN FOR THE COURT 

Publicity and Politics 

Since filing her lawsuit, Maas has publicized it widely, and branded herself as a 

14 champion of gender pay equality and women's rights. KUSl ews is widely viewed in San 

I 5 Diego as a right-of-center news organization. The station is committed to objective truth and 

16 factually accurate news, but it is not shy about presenting conservative viewpoints. For these 

17 reasons, this is a highly charged case. For that reason, MBC requested a jury questionnaire, in 

18 order to effectively weed out biased jurors and illuminate important biases and attitudes that 

19 make infect the jurors' evaluation of the relevant facts and governing law. The Court rejected 

20 MBC and plaintiff's suggestion that a jury questionnaire be used, so MBC submitted a short list 

21 of questions to add to the Cou1t's standard questionnaire. In order to help assure a fair trial, 

22 MBC requests that the Court pose those additional questions. 

23 B. Relevance and Door Opening 

24 Mass touts her success and popularity as a news anchor, claiming that she was worth far 

25 more money than MBC paid her. But she also contends she had no choice but to agree to MBC's 

26 "take it or leave it" salary offers. In this regard, she has testified that she needed her KUS! job 

27 to make income for her family, and that inadequate pay was better than no pay. According to 

28 her deposition testimony, her family depended on her income, which is why she was forced to 
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agree to what she knew was unlawfully inadequate pay. 

2 If Maas or her counsel make such asse1tions at trial, they will open the door to the subject 

3 of her family's financial condition. Her family is affluent. They live in Carmel Valley and she 

4 drives a Mercedes. Her husband is a bank CFO (income unknown but presumably meaningful). 

5 They sent their children to expensive private schools ("Fight On!"). They socialize in the milieu 

6 of wealthy residents of Rancho Santa Fe, Del Mar, and La Jolla, and they attend lavish charity 

7 fundraising lunches and dinners. In fairness, if plaintiff opens the door to the subject of her 

8 family's financial condition and lifestyle, MBC must be allowed to present evidence of her 

9 family's financial condition and high-end lifestyle. Otherwise, MBC will not be able to fairly 

IO test the assertions that her family needed her MBC salary, and that she had no choice but to take 

l l what they were giving. MBC does not think either side of that issue is relevant, but if Maas 

12 makes it relevant, MBC should be allowed to fully explore and expose the facts on that topic. 

13 C. Internet Evidence 

14 There is potential impeachment evidence on the Internet. YouTube videos, tweets, social 

15 media comments, and other Internet evidence may become relevant, depending on the testimony 

16 of Maas and witnesses her attorneys plan to call. KUSI may need to impeach those witnesses 

17 with Internet content - much of which has not been reduced to paper form. For the sake of the 

18 jurors and the efficient presentation of evidence, KUSI proposes to call up such Internet content 

19 in real time, and mark printouts of it to admit into evidence as hard copy exhibits after the 

20 impeachment is through. Or, with the Court's permission, KUS! might display the Internet 

21 content for the jury while questioning the witness, but leave the displayed content in the realm 

22 of demonstrative evidence, which is not physically admitted. The Cou1t's guidance on this issue 

23 would be appreciated. 

24 D. Publicly Available Videos, and KUSI Video Compilations 

25 MBC intends to present videos from KUSI newscasts, to demonstrate the on-air 

26 performance style and reputation of Allen Denton, Maas, and others on the KUS! News Team. 

27 MBC will also present examples of Maas's Healthy Living segments. There were hundreds of 

28 such videos, which are publicly accessible, which MBC identified and produced in discovery by 
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providing hyperlinks to plaintiff's counsel. (The list of videos produced in discovery is attached 

2 as Exhibit A). Since that time, trial counsel has worked to winnow down the number of videos 

3 it will actually put in evidence at trial. The majority of the videos on MBC's exhibit list were on 

4 the list of videos with hyperlinks that was produced in discovery (on March 30, 2022). MBC's 

5 trial counsel have also identified several additional videos, such as B-roll videos of Maas taping 

6 promos (including videos that contradict her deposition testimony). We also commissioned a 

7 number of composite and demonstrative videos, such as sample openings ofKUSI Evening News 

8 broadcasts with Denton and Maas over the years. They have all been disclosed and produced to 

9 plaintiff's counsel in the final exhibit list preparation process. Plaintiffs counsel have 

10 complained about "trial by ambush," because several of the composite or demonstrative videos 

11 were not previously produced in discovery. However, those "new" videos had not been identified, 

12 or in some cases prepared, before the discovery cutoff back in early 2022. They have all been 

13 provided to plaintiff's counsel and are on MBC's final exhibit list (a list that both sides were 

14 amending and revising up through last night). Because the videos were all disclosed in discovery 

15 or exchanged with the other trial exhibits, they should be allowed to be used in evidence. 

16 E. Salary Information 

17 A number of current and former KUSI journalists do not want their compensation 

18 disclosed publicly, and have not consented to KUS[ releasing that information by using it in 

19 evidence. But that salary information is highly relevant, and necessary for KUSI to be able to 

20 defend itself. To protect the privacy rights of those individuals, KUSI will ask the Court to clear 

21 the courtroom when such evidence is presented, or order the media and courtroom observers to 

22 refrain from publishing that private financial information. Alternatively, to the extent the 

23 evidence can be meaningfully presented in an anonymized fashion, i.e., "Male Anchor Over 40, 

24 Salary Lower Than Maas," KUSI requests the ability to present such evidence in that way, and 

25 requests that the Court explain to the jury why names and specific salaries are not being 

26 presented. 

27 

28 

IV. CONCLUSIO 

KUSI looks forward to trial, and thanks the Court and its staff in advance for helping to 
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adjudicate this important case. 
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4 DATED: January 27, 2023 
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By: _l_~-~-------, 
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McKinnon Broadcasting Company 
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